0I (zi, * * * Zky t1p ... *, try) , OV = 1 . ... . n (1) with coefficients which are analytic in S. This defines for us a topological space which will be denoted by U. If R is any subset of S then U(R) will denote those points of U whose base points are in R. Now there is a function D(z) analytic and not identically zero in S such that for E denoting the points of S where D vanishes the subset U(E) are possible singularities on U. However, U -U(E) = U(S -E) shall be a complex analytic coordinate space.
If m, is the degree of 4, in the variable r, and if m = ml ... mn then the system (1) has m sets of solutions {n(Z),. },,= 1, . . ., m.
At each point of S -E these sets are assumed distinct, and they shall form n continuous functional elements in a neighborhood of every point of S -E.
A function F(z, r) was called holomorphic in U if it is defined throughout U, is bounded in U(R) for every compact subset R of 5, and is given in U(S -E) by an expression of the form Fl(z, t) ,Fk(z, r); Gj(z, t) Gn(z' 0)
is continuous and holomorphic in U. Proof: Clearly the function (7) is continuous in U. In order to see that it is holomorphic we first develop H(z, r) as in the right-hand side of (3), and make the transformation (6). This leads to a representation of (7) (10) is ctninuous and holomorphic in U.
LEMMA 2. Let I(z, r) be holomorphic in U, let Q(z) be analytic and not identically zero in S, and let F(z, t) be continuous in U. If F(z, r) = ( ') in U(S-E-En) (11) il (z) where En is the subset of S where Q vanishes, then F is holomorphic in U. 3ut if we expand the determinant in terms of the eliments of the first row, and multiply through by A(z), we obtain A2(z)F(z, p) = .P.l.....j(z)rI * * *rX
She summation being extended over (4). Thus F is hitomorphic in U.
Proof of Lemma 2: As in the proof of Lemma 1, form the functions (13). By the continuity of F and symmetry they are continuous in S, and by (11) and symmetry they are analytic in S -E -ED, and hence in S.
Thus (14) holds, and F is holomorphic.
Proof of Lemma 3: By one of the basic assumptions of our space (property (v) of Section 1 in "Complex Spaces"), corresponding to any continuous holomorphic function H2(z, t) 0 0 in U they are a function G(z, r) strictly holomorphic in U and a function Q(z) analytic and not identically zero in S such that A2(z)H2(z, r)G(z, r) = Q(z) in U. It is clear from this that H2(z, D) # 0 in U(S -EQ). (13), and from the continuity of the functions f,(z; a) = F(z, il")(z), . . ., rn(")(z); a) in a for fixed z in S.
The remaining part of 10 and properties 2°and 30 are consequences of the following lemma. This lemma, which is actually a theorem due to Osgood, is taken as known.
We now take r to be a compact group, and with each element a in r we associate a continuous holomorphic 1-1 mapping T(a) of U onto U,
= G,(z, ;a), = 1,..., n As in Section 1, for any pair a, ,B in r we can define the iterated transformation T(a)T(f3). We require that this transformation be identical with the transformation T(af3), where a,B is the group product in r.
Under these conditions we will call { T(a)} a compact group of continuous holomorphic mappings of U onto U. defined by k continuous holomorphic functions which has the property that
RiT(a) = R1 for all a in r.
Proof: Since T(a) maps U onto U we have 
j=li By (21), (18) R1T(V)= f TI(a) da.T(y)= fTI(a))T(7y)da= f Td(a-y)da.
By the invariance of Haar measure the latter integral is merely R1. If R1 were a mapping from U into U, rather than from U into S, then as in the classical case (20) would imply that each T(a) is the identity.
1 "Complex Spaces with Singularities," Ann. Math. (to appear). In the present note this paper will be referred to as "Complex Spaces." 2Schwarz's lemma as given in "Complex Spaces" was formulated for single holomorphic functions and is now being used for several simultaneously.
3 Cartan, H., ActualiMs sci. et ind. , 198, Paris, 1935. 4 Bochner, S., Ann. Math., 46, 372-381 (1945) . The case where n -2 and the Pk are real was treated initially by Weyl,' and his principal results were given new proofs by Stone,2 Titchmarsh,3 Kodaira,4 Levinson5 and Yosida.' In a subsequent paper7 Kodaira extended Weyl's results to the case where n is even and the Pk are real.
Levitan8 has considered this case also, and has shown the existence of at least one "spectral matrix" occurring in the Parseval equality. He refers to other papers of M. G. Krein.
The consideration of formal operators L with complex coefficients not
